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                ( PRLEAP.COM ) Johnson City, TN - Discount furniture retailer Lenoir Empire
Furniture  is currently featuring a sale on its
Hancock and Moore Austin high back sofa. The sofa has a seat height of 20", a total height of
41", and provides three full seats.

Looking a little more closely at the sofa's dimensions, it's clear that it will seat almost anyone
comfortably. With a depth of 21" and a width of 73", three people can comfortably recline on the
sofa, making it a good choice for the living room or social space. Additionally, while the Austin
high back sofa is a strong piece of furniture in its own right, can be accompanied by the Austin
high back loveseat, Austin sleep sofa, Austin full recline sectional, or Austin full recline sofa.
Hancock and Moore furniture is made to the highest degree of quality, and the company offers
customized upholstery and finishes. The sofa also comes with an extended warranty from
Lenoir Empire Furniture. The company gives customers a cost-effective policy that protects
them in the case of damage or ruin to their new sofa. Especially with the current discount on this
particular sofa, purchasing a warranty may be a good idea in order to minimize risk.

Though Lenoir Empire Furniture is featuring its Austin high back sofa as a sale item, the
company also offers a wide range of other furniture. Hancock and Moore has a significant
collection at the company's stores, but LEF gives customers a choice by carrying numerous
other brands, as well: Century Furniture, Bernhardt Furniture, Thomasville Furniture, and many
others all sell their merchandise through LEF. Sofas are not the only game, either: as stated by
a company spokesperson, "Lenoir discount furniture store offers a full selection of living room,
dining room, bedroom, office and entertainment furniture as well as mattresses." With sales, a
range of brands, and numerous types of furniture, LEF gives customers many options during
their shopping experience, as well as extending the option to have that furniture delivered to the
customers' homes.

About Lenoir Empire FurnitureWith a showroom in Johnson City, TN and nationwide delivery,
Lenoir Empire Furniture is meeting the needs of customers across the United States. We offer
brand names such as Bassett Furniture, Stanley Furniture, American Leather Furniture, and
many others, and we strive to give our customers the best prices available. For more detail
please visit, http://lenoirempirefurniture.com .   
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